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Over the past few months, the demand of laptops in Delhi is boosting very rapidly. In order to meet
with the increasing demands laptop manufactures are constantly launching the advanced featured
laptops in the market. Today the laptop manufactures have launched the new technology dubbed as
the Net book that has brought the impression of a compact, more affordable laptop. These miniature
laptops provide quite a big bang for their buck.

The manufactures revolutionized mobile computing by offering the decently powered notebooks
range at very reasonable prices with a long battery backup and moreover it's reaching to up to 10
hours of usage. At present the numerous netbooks or Laptop price in Delhi are available in the
market, it can get puzzling as to which netbook or laptop is ideal to buy. So here I am mentioning
the top two netbooks of laptops available in India.

HP laptops are recognizing for its superior quality and contemporary technology. HP recently
announced its Mini 210 Netbook in India that carries a 10.1-inch diagonal LED display. It is merely
0.9-inch thick and weighs only around 1.22 kg that makes this laptop an ideal Internet companion to
be taken everywhere. This HP Mini 210 ultra-portable NetBook is equipped with an Intel Atom N450
and Windows XP Home OS.  This hp laptop price in Delhi is about Rs.16, 200. It is really affordable
and value for money product by HP and providing the great solutions to the youngsters or college
goers.

To check out the complete range of Hp laptop only visit to the official site of the brand. Dell laptop is
known for its best technology and believes in launching the innovative concept products. Recently it
has launched the 9-inch (8.9) Mini laptop in the market. It is an Ultraportable, Ultra-light laptop with
around 1kg weight. It has integrated with the great specifications. The Dell Inspiron Mini 9 laptop is
powered with the IntelÂ® Atom ProcessorÂ® N270 and also supports t the Intel Graphics Media
Accelerator (GMA) 950 Integrated Graphics.

This Dell laptop is incorporated with the 1.3 Megapixel webcam and come along with the 16 GB
Solid State Drive (SSD) Hard Disk. This Dell laptop price in Delhi is around Rs.18, 000-22, 000. It is
also allied with the some other complementary tech specs like 4-in-1 Media card reader, 8GB
miniPCI SSD card and more.

Currently the laptop manufactures are focusing over the releases of affordable laptops to target the
young people segment. Beside of the reasonable cost these laptops are enriched with the advanced
features.
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